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welcome - September
Dear Readers,
Having expressed our huge thanks last month to Jenny Cooper for her hard work
at the village hall, this month we would like to welcome Sam Van Niekerk as its
new administrator and wish her all the very best in her new role. You can find
Sam’s contact details on pp17 and 27.
We also mentioned the subject of subscriptions last month and you will notice
the envelope on the front of this copy of the magazine. We would be very
grateful indeed if you could return it promptly to your local distributor. We
would like to take this opportunity to thank all our subscribers for your patience
and ongoing support of this magazine over the last turbulent year and a half - it
is much appreciated. And our thanks, as ever, go to our loyal and dependable
team of distributors. Your involvement is invaluable.
You’ll see the diary opposite is a bit light on dates to say the least. Let’s hope that
as we move into the autumn more village activities start to return.
Otherwise as you go back to school and back to work we wish you all a happy
autumn.
With our very best wishes.
Abi Dawson for the Editorial Team, Speldhurst News
(Abi Dawson, Maria Turner and Sara Turner)
Please remember that copy for the October edition should be sent by 10th September at
the latest to: speldhurst.news@gmail.com. Word, Publisher or pdf files preferred.
The SPELDHURST NEWS endeavours to include articles in addition to village, church
and chapel news. These are taken in good faith and without prejudice, therefore the
committee will not be held responsible for the accuracy of the content, nor will it be
held responsible for any work or treatment received from the advertisers. Readers
should satisfy themselves of advertisers’ abilities before accepting a job quotation or
undertaking a course of treatment. All articles & inclusions should be sent as a word
document attachment. The editors reserve the right to amend submissions where they
feel it is appropriate.
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diary at a glance
September
Monday pm

Library in the village hall

p.4

Sat 4th

Penshurst Farmers Market

p.9

Mon 6th

SPC full council meeting

p.19

Weds 8th

Praise & Play

p.4

(NB Bumps & Babes dates tbc)

p.4

Village shop celebration: G&D

p.6

Tues 14th

Images from a village wedding, July 2021

With thanks to Sara Turner
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news & announcements

What’s on in Speldhurst for the Under 5’s in September
As the autumn approaches and we all get used to the ‘new normal’ our
Under 5s groups are planning to meet regularly again.
Praise and Play, will meet on Wednesday 8th September from 9am –
10.30am at St Mary’s Church. We’ll have a craft, some time to play
and a short story and song time. If the weather is fine we may continue
to meet outdoors.
Bumps and Babes, the group for Mums with babies up 12months,
meets fortnightly on Monday mornings.
For more information about either of these groups, especially if you are
new to the village, contact Jenny Fitzsimmons on 01892 541200, 07891
318123 or at jenny50fitz@gmail.com so she can invite you along.

Library at the village hall
The village library has now re opened. It is in the village hall committee
room every Monday from 2pm to 4.30pm.
It would be appreciated if those people who still have books borrowed
before the lockdown could return them as soon as possible.

With thanks,
Pat & Olive
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Logs and Wood Chippings: St Mary’s
Earlier this year St Mary’s had a tree survey in the churchyard and as a
result several large trees were pruned and some dead ones removed for
public safety reasons. As a result there are a large quantity of logs and
wood chip piled at the back of the churchyard in the bonfire area. If anyone would like to help themselves to these logs or wood chip they are
welcome to do so but you will need a barrow!
Pruning churchyard trees is expensive so if you would like to make a contribution to St Mary’s by cheque or online, it would be gratefully received.
If you would like to take this opportunity to make a credit or debit card
donation, please use the link below and follow the instructions on the
screen, including gift aid, if appropriate.
https://givealittle.co/campaigns/fbcb8c00-fa52-441b-aa49-6dff74d6f312

Annual Churchyard Strimming

Hi to all churchyard strimming enthusiasts, past, present and future. Here
is my annual call for assistance.
As most of you already know, part of the churchyard grass is left uncut
during the year as a nature conservation area and the grass is only cut
once in the autumn.
This year the wet weather has been a particular challenge for grass cutting and Covid restrictions are still an issue, so the plan is to spread the
strimming work over a longer two week period with smaller groups, during the last week of September and first week of October when hopefully
a few dry days will arrive!
I will confirm dates nearer the time but if you are able to help for a few
hours during that period, please confirm your availability by phone or
email which will then help me to put a rota together.
We have 2 church strimming machines and PPE but if you have any useful additional tools of your own which you can bring (strimmer, rakes,
shears, barrows, gloves, loppers, secateurs) that would be useful.
Your efforts in past years have been very much appreciated and make a
big difference to our churchyard tidiness - also helping to reduce maintenance costs - so I look forward to seeing you there for as much time as
you can offer.
Many Thanks, John Fitzsimmons for St Mary’s Church
jejmfitzsimmons@hotmail.com; 01892 541200
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A huge thank you to all our volunteers
As we approach the second Anniversary of the opening of the Community
Shop in September 2019, we are taking this opportunity to show our heartfelt thanks to all our volunteers who have actively supported the running of
the shop over the 18 months since our last get together.
Their dedication, hard work and enthusiasm has been immense, particularly when the pandemic was at its worst, staying open every day to serve the
community whilst keeping them safe.
I’m sure the staff Jo-Anne and Debbie and the residents of Speldhurst
would also like to add their sincere thanks to all our volunteers.
To mark this occasion we are holding our next Social on:
Tuesday 14th September in The George and Dragon from 7.00 pm.
Invites are being circulated by email to all concerned, including to our current regular volunteers, Martin’s maintenance team, the door marshals, the
temporary team, the Bookers run team and the disinfecting team!
If you don’t receive an email (do check your junk mail first!) please contact
Susan (susan.koechlin@gmail.com) for further details and also to confirm
your attendance.
Wishing all of you a pleasant rest of summer with some better weather, a
well earned rest and continued good health.
Jo Eames, Volunteer co-ordinator Speldhurst Shop

Greg Clark MP opening the community
shop, September 2019
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The Literary Festival Fringe Continues
at Chiddingstone Castle
Another series of live, in-person events will take place at Chiddingstone
Castle in September. Book lovers can hear from two leading authors in a
spectacular countryside setting.
The author-led talks will take place in a large marquee set amidst the
sprawling lawns, pretty gardens and woodland of Chiddingstone Castle. There will also be an opportunity to meet the authors and purchase
signed copies of their books.
Enjoy a selection of multi-award-winning wines from Yotes Court Vineyard available to purchase and drink al fresco along with soft drinks,
cream tea takeaways, teas and coffee.
On Thursday 2 September between 2-3pm hear Sebastian Faulks with
Cathy Rentzenbrink - Snow Country
Sebastian Faulks will be at the Castle on the very day his new novel is
published. Sweeping across Europe as it recovers from one war and
hides its face from the next, Snow Country is a landmark novel of exquisite yearnings, dreams of youth and the sanctity of hope. Cathy Rentzenbrink is a much-loved interviewer at Chiddingstone and the author of
Dear Reader. Her first novel Everyone is Still Alive is published in July.
The second event on Thursday 2 September will take place from 4-5pm Deborah Moggach with Rowan Pelling – The Black Dress
Bestselling author of The Best Exotic Marigold Hotel, Deborah Moggach
unveils her new, beautifully observed, darkly funny, tender and surprising
novel. The Black Dress is about life changes and the unexpected twists
and pleasures of being alone. Rowan Pelling is a Daily Telegraph columnist and editor of Perspective Magazine.
To purchase tickets to all the above events visit https://
www.chiddingstonecastle.org.uk/literary_festival/
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Birchwood House travels back in time for marvellous
medieval garden party
Residents and staff of Birchwood House travelled back in time to enjoy a
medieval themed party earlier in the summer.
Staff once again pulled out all the stops to ensure the residents felt like
they had stepped back in time, dressing up in period attire and offering
themed entertainment including a medieval banquet and lute music. The
surprise guest – Daisy the horse – was a big hit!
The care home garden was transformed into a real-life castle, which had
been carefully crafted by the staff and their families along with
a makeshift ‘Hog Roast’.
Claire Tye, deputy manager at Birchwood House, adds: “We had such a
lovely day for the medieval garden party! Staff once again got fully into
character and had such fun recreating scenes from the dark ages. The
event really did lift the spirits of the residents who have faced such a
challenging year. To see the residents getting involved with the theme,
enjoying the lute music and dining on the hog roast was great. It provided an opportunity to bring us all together and it finally feels like life is
returning to some normality. We love to put on an event for the residents and like to think we go above and beyond to make sure its extra
special!
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Financial outcome

MCC Day

Cash received:
Proportion of Match Fees relating to food and drinks cost of lunch and tea £100
Bar £310 on debit card and £107 cash
BBQ £132 on debit card and £135 cash
Total cash in £784
Cash expenses
Phil/Alison (Lunch/Tea) £211
Ed (Drinks) £290
Francis (More drinks) £127
Peter (BBQ) £65
Total cash out £693
Cash surplus £91
In addition, Ed has a small stock of booze for future sale and Peter some food
for future BBQ at Family Day

SPELDHURST V MARYLEBONE CRICKET CLUB
As the last, Covid delayed, part of the Cricket Club’s 150th Anniversary celebrations a match was played against MCC, the most famous cricket club in the
world.
Speldhurst were able to put out a very strong team with only a few missing because of Self Isolation or Weddings. MCC as usual brought along a talented and
experienced team.
As is tradition MCC batted first on a pitch which was a tribute to the hard work
and expertise of Clive Croft, the groundsman.
Mike Jeffreys picked up an early wicket dismissing the MCC opener who had
kept wicket for Kent in a recent County Championship match. The MCC number 3 was a different proposition entirely, his first two innings for MCC were a
90 and a ton and the trend line continued with a stylish and powerful 120. MCC
scored at just less than 6 an over in the 25 overs before lunch.
A delicious Lunch, prepared by Phil Harrison, was provided for players and officials of both teams and eaten outside in the beautiful sunny weather.
After lunch MCC continued to pile on the runs, declaring on 265 but leaving
plenty of time for Speldhurst to score the runs. Jo Price was the pick of the bowlers with only 42 runs from his 9 overs.
Speldhurst began the run chase slowly and lost wickets regularly in the 10 overs
10

before tea. A score of 50-4, of which James Waters scored 24, left a lot of work
to be done by the middle and lower order of a strong batting line up.
After tea Harry Fitzgerald and Dave Booth attacked the spin bowling aggressively whenever it strayed in line or length and the score rose rapidly to reach 109-4
after 19 overs. That score proved to be the high point of the innings with the dismissal of Dave Booth for 36, and Harry soon after for 24, heralding a gradual
decline to 184 All Out. Mike Jeffreys shepherded the tail but was eventually dismissed for a fine 44.
The other significant event after tea was the change in the weather with a strong
wind from the North which dropped the temperature by about 10 degrees and
probably lowered attendance for the BBQ and bar.
At the end of the match the MCC captain thanked the Club for the splendid hospitality and for providing such a good game of cricket and presented the Club
with a wall plaque to record one of the most memorable events in the 152-year
existence of the Village club.
Soon after the match was finished players and spectators took advantage of a
delicious BBQ presided over by Peter and Cornelia Colman, Peter one of the
founding fathers of the Junior Cricket section.
Attendance medals were then presented to all the Soft Ball cricketers present to
recognise the start of their journey of developing a love of the game of cricket.
A memorable day for all present and a historic one for the Club.
Francis Booth
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Bus Improvement Plan: public consultation
KCC have launched a Bus Improvement Plan public consultation.
Please take a moment to complete a short survey so that the views
of Speldhurst Parish residents are included. You can access the
survey online at https://letstalk.kent.gov.uk/busfuture or call 0300
042 1553 for a hard copy. Please note that although the initial survey closes on 29th August, you can still take part and your feedback will be incorporated into the next update of the plan.
Speldhurst Parish Council

Donate your Spare Books to Schools in Need
Books2All is a new charity aiming to reduce educational inequality by
linking those with books they no longer need with schools in need of
books, via an innovative app launching soon.
If you would like to sign up to donate your unwanted books, please go to
www.books2all.co.uk. Thank you!
Joanna Whitney

Weather permitting, we are hoping to open weekly in September.
For up to date information please check the Tea on the Rec
Facebook page.
Lel and Claire
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Nature Watch: September
I think this has been the wettest summer I can remember, but a very
wet summer is not all bad news. A field which is normally cut for hay in
late June will be left because of the wet weather. This allows other
plants to bloom which would normally have been cut before they flowered.
I have passed a field like this a hundred times before but this year there
is a plant in flower which from a distance looks like a miniature broom masses of very yellow flowers. On closer inspection it was identified as
a member of the pea family called Dyers Greenweed, other names are
Dyers Broom. It's a small bushy deciduous native shrub which is found
in old hay meadows, which have not been improved.
In late July when I am writing this we have good numbers of Gatekeepers, Peacocks (see image below) and Red Admiral butterflies about after very low numbers in April and May because of the cold start to the
year. The caterpillars of these butterflies have had plenty of vegetation
to eat and to hide from predators as the rain has made all plants grow
really well.
Fungi will also have liked the weather so this autumn should be a
bumper year.
A Bat called a Nathusius Pipistrelle - a small bat weighing only 8g or
0.3oz - which was ringed near Heathrow airport has been found in Russia: a journey of 1,254 miles, it was recovered after it had been caught
by a cat. Bats are ringed like birds to help understand where they fly to
or spend the winter to help preserve these areas in the future, so a recovery like this is a bonus for researchers. It is also proving that bats
are extending their range due to climate change - a subject that we will
be hearing a lot more about this month with the climate meeting in
Scotland.

Alan Ford
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~ Allotment News ~

Waste Not, Want Compost…and worms
I was musing the other day and got to thinking about kitchen and garden
waste. We chuck a lot of stuff out that could be used to make compost. We
fill our black bins and put out our kitchen waste every week.
Maybe we could do something better with all the material we dispose of. So
I thought about it and decided to change my waste behaviour - to dispose of
less and make something positive of it…compost.
So this is what I have been doing:
Grass clippings go straight to my allotment to be used as mulch – it could
also be used for flower borders, under hedges, etc. Anywhere that a mulch
could be beneficial. The grass has been growing so well this year that there
have been loads of clippings for this purpose.
This is year 1 of this mulching technique for me. So far, I am happy with the
results. Fewer weeds. Better watering results. Less moisture loss from the
plants. Let’s see what the harvest is like later on in the season.
In January I bought a new compost bin. Quite a complicated one (with lots
of parts). It took me a good hour+ just to construct it. It stands off the
ground and can be rotated (for more rapid results). A thing of beauty (if you
like that sort of thing – I do).
Then I started to put stuff in it. Kitchen waste, general garden material eg
weeds, dead flowers, etc (including hedge clippings). I also went around the
garden looking for worms from under pots, wood, etc to bung in there.
According to one of my books, compost is ready for use in the garden when
it smells pleasant, is blackish brown, moist and crumbly and has no recognisable bits of vegetation in it. I thought about this…
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Smells pleasant? That’s interesting. What exactly does that mean? Are we
talking Eau de compost? Compost Pot Pourri? Maybe by pleasant it means
neutral i.e. not nasty, rancid, sharp (mine currently smells lemony).
Now that I am 8 months into my new bin, I would say that my compost is
blackish brown. But I wouldn’t call it moist and crumbly. Rather I would
say it is wet and sticky. So perhaps it’s not yet ready. But maybe it is doing
what it is supposed to do and next season I will have some fantastic stuff
with lots of nutrients to chuck onto the allotment.
The worms seem to love it. And so to…
Earthworms
With compost, come earthworms. Fantastic creatures. They process the
waste products of life. Anything organic and degradable, animal and vegetable, life in all its forms, from humans down to microbes – whatever has lived
and died – are all the food of earthworms. One worm can produce 600
wormlings in a year. A wormling can reproduce in only 90 days. Worms not
only tunnel to a depth of 3ft or more, and produce a perfect soil structure,
but they swallow portions of soil and chew those up in their calciferous
gland. When they regurgitate the chewed-up soil they produce a worm cast
and this contains five times more nitrogen, seven times more phosphate, and
eleven times more potash than the soil which was swallowed originally. This
way the worms add plant foods to the soil and they help to keep the earth
fertile.

So…here is to the wonder of worms. And here is to having loads on my allotment.
1. If you are interested in acquiring an allotment, please contact Mark Oddy
on 01892 862746.
2. If there is any topic you would like to address relating to matters gardening or horticultural, please send an email to kytehouse@stepex.co.uk.
3. If you would like to submit something for this article, please also email it
to kytehouse@stepex.co.uk.
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September at Speldhurst Village Hall
NEW HALL ADMINISTRATOR
We are delighted to welcome Sam Van Niekerk as the new Hall Administrator, who will be taking over from Jenny Cooper this September.
Sam has 2 children at Speldhurst CEP School, and current joint chair of the
PTA. She knows the hall well from attending parties, clubs and events there .
The new hall phone number will be Sam’s which is 07894 903979
BACK IN BUSINESS
The hall is now fully reopened, and we are thrilled to welcome all our regular
hirers back to the hall.
For children we have:
Mummy and Me Ballet Classes
Ballet & Modern Dance Classes
Acrodance Classes
Drama Club
Rainbows, Brownies, Guides & Rangers
Beavers, Cubs & Scouts
We also regularly host children's art workshops with Louise Dean, and the
Trainmaster pop up sessions, where the hall is filled with toy trains & tracks.
or adults we have:
FIT Pilates
Angela Goff Yoga
Mo McCauley Mindful Yoga
Sam Davies Iyengar Yoga
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Quilting Group
Tunbridge Wells War Games Society
We also regularly host adult art classes with Louise Dean, and the Quilting
Group are organising a series of weekend craft events over the coming
months. For all the latest information and contact details for these groups
please keep an eye on our website.

We are also thrilled that the Library has reopened, and is in the Committee
Room every Monday afternoon.
As you can see the hall is once again very busy, so please be mindful of parking in the hall car park. This is private land owned by the hall, and priority use
is for hall users. We are thrilled to be hosting larger events once again, and
celebration parties—however these guests need to park at the hall!
Bin Collections
The Village Hall bins are collected early on Monday mornings. We have had
repeated instances over the past few months of the bin lorry not being able
to get down Northfields to reach St Mary’s Lane. This is because of cars
parked on the corner of Northfields/St Mary’s Lane. We are then having to
pay for extra collections, which is all coming out of hall funds.

Speldhurst Village Hall welcomes bookings for meetings, parties, fundraisers etc. You can also hire our tables, chairs and crockery for your own
functions.
For hall availability and bookings please go to our website:
www.speldhurstvillagehall.co.uk or contact Sam Van Niekerk on
07894 903979
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Speldhurst CEP School News
Speldhurst Primary School Governing Body
As we begin to emerge from the restrictions of the pandemic, I want to
say a public thank you not only to the wonderful staff at Speldhurst Primary but also the governors who play a vital (often unrecognised) role in
the life of the school. Governors are unpaid volunteers who monitor the
quality of education to all our pupils and work alongside the headteacher and school leadership team to plan the strategic direction of the
school. They take on numerous responsibilities such as setting the
school budget and overseeing financial performance, scrutinising data
and providing a link between the school and community.
This month we are sorry to say goodbye to Ivan Goodsell who has
stepped down after seven years as Chair of Governors. He had been a
governor since 2007, a total of 14 years of service to the school. During
that time, he has played a pivotal role in the strategic direction of the
school, supporting innovation and development to one-form entry and
helping ensure delivery of an education which has been judged as
‘outstanding’ by Ofsted and 'excellent' by the Church of England inspectors, SIAMS.
On behalf of all the staff, parents and pupils, we would like to thank Ivan
for his immense contribution. His wealth of experience, support, hard
work and wisdom have been much appreciated. When I asked Ivan
about his time as Governor, it seems that appreciation was two-way.
‘Being part of the Governing Body is a huge honour and I have enjoyed
every minute. There is a huge responsibility placed upon the Governing
Body and this requires commitment and dedication. Supporting the
school through the pandemic and moving to one-form entry has ensured that it is in a strong position to meet the challenges which lie
20

ahead. I wish everybody involved in the school well in the future and I
know that Speldhurst School will continue to offer an outstanding education to all of its pupils.’
From September onwards, a new Chair and Vice Chair will be taking over
the helm. Lee Hodgkinson and Helen Yates have been active members of
the governing body for a number of years and will work closely together
in order to steer the direction of the school in coming years.
Ivan’s shoes are big ones to fill but Lee and Helen have all the skills, experience and enthusiasm to rise to the challenge. Lee joined the Governing
Body in 2017 as a Foundation Governor having been welcomed to
the village in 2009, after a lengthy spell working overseas. He is currently
CEO of a global financial services company and Chairman of a data science technology business. In June he was appointed to the Advisory
Board of the City of London’s Social Mobility Taskforce. Helen is head of
ERP Process Convergence at Thales and has been an active parent governor since 2015. As treasurer of the PTA, she has already made a significant contribution to the school.
So as we start a new academic year post-pandemic in September, I hope
we can look to the future, stronger and even more united, with confidence in the continuing success of our School.
Stephanie Hayward
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A Letter from St Mary’s
September 2021
Dear Friends,
I wonder if there is anyone in our parish
over the age of three who hasn’t had
some experience of Zoom or Teams?
Even if you haven’t used them yourself
you will have seen them used on TV programmes. We’ve discovered they have
lots of advantages: people have been able
to participate in meetings even when isolating or looking after relatives; it’s easier to do training when you don’t
have to travel further than your sofa; people can be included despite living far away (a couple joined a prayer meeting from Guatemala). Having Zoom in the past eighteen months has been so much better than not
having Zoom.
However… Zoom is not as good as being with people. Meetings on
screen don’t permit free flowing conversation and, like emails, it isn’t
easy to pick up body language clues. There is little depth to relationships via Zoom. The easing of Covid restrictions should mean better
relationships. I say, “should do” but maybe we need to practise those
things that we haven’t been doing for so long – paying attention to people, forgiving, the appropriate use of touch, real eye contact, and you
will be able to think of other things that make for joyous encounters.
Olympians had to work hard at getting back to their level of fitness and
skill after their enforced lockdown. Good, caring, deep relationships also need work to get back to peak performance.
Thousands of years ago King David wrote, “How good and pleasant it is
when God’s people live together in unity!”. This is both a statement of
fact and also an encouragement to work for this to be a lived experience
today.
Douglas
PS I can be contacted at douglas.wren12@gmail.com or on 01892
862821 or at The Rectory, Southfields, Speldhurst, Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN3 0PD
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SPELDHURST VILLAGE
CLUBS & ORGANISATIONS
Age UK Lunch
Allotments
Beavers
Bowls Club
Bridge Club
Brownies
Bumps and Babes
Chapel
Cricket Club
Cubs
Flower Show
Football: Speldhurst Rangers
GP Surgery
Guides
Library
Mothers’ Union
Mothers & Toddlers
Nursery School
Parish Council: Chair
Vice Chair
Parish Clerk
Parish Councillors

Jan Mann
863931
Mark Oddy
862746
Jo Smith
518706
Linda Boyd
512474
Heather Hughes
863367
Louise Scott
862972
Jenny Fitzsimmons
541200
Ricky Fawcett
863217
Nick Coffin
07867 803121
Karol Leeves
531104
Alan Ford
863276
Ollie Crees
07919467576
863040
Sybil Oddy
862746
Olive West
863234
Christine Baker
540793
Jenny Fitzsimmons
541200
860557
Dave Pate
278287
Katrina Lyle
Katie Neve
862927
Paul Curry
Richard Ellery
864077
Kim Rajah
Alan Rowe
863404

Police Community Support Officer Jay Burt
Jay.Burt@kent.police.uk
Primary School
Stephanie Hayward
863044
Rainbows
Lucy Wild
07910 304691
Recreation Ground
Ed Wesson
07799 731247
Running Group
Paul Eames
07975 577630
Speldhurst Association of Men
Brian Tasker
862301
Snooker Club
Glen Fuller
862213
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Speldhurst Art Exhibition

Maria Turner

Speldhurst News Editors

Abi Dawson
Maria Turner
Sara Turner
Eric Roughley
Douglas Wren
Andrea Burgess
Donna Burden

863394

Scouts
Shop & Post Office
Village Fete: Chair
Village Hall

860616
863394
863226
863222
862821
861187
524793
07810 048599
Nick Burgess
863362
Jo-Anne Dekker
863158
Lynsay Bischoff
864923
Sam Van Niekerk
07894 903979

Village Website
Walking Group

Miranda Hawkins
Brian Tasker

Advertising
St Mary’s Church
Rector
Administrator
Stoolball

863601
862301

Opening Hours & Local Info:
Buses

Timetables for bus #282 Speldhurst to
Tun Wells - Hams Travel 01580 879629
For info: https://hamstravel.com/services

George & Dragon PH:

Open midday onwards daily: tel 01892
338549

GP:

Mon - Fri 8am-6pm

Dispensary:

Mon - Fri 8.30am-1pm; 2.30-6pm
(dispensary calls 8.30-11.30 only)

Library (village hall):

Monday 2-4.30pm.

Shop:
Post Office:

Mon-Fri 8am-4pm; Sat 9-1; Sun 9-11
Mon-Fri 9am-3pm; Sat 9-11.30. Sun Closed
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